START AT THACHER PARK – MINE LOT PARKING LOT

0.0 rt out of Parking Lot
0.5 rt on RT 256 Ketchem
2.3 rt @ “T” onto RT 157
3.0 ALTERNATE #1
3.4 lt on RT 157A
6.4 lt @ “T” toward Warner Lake
6.5 Re-Group
7.2 rt @ “T” toward RT 443
7.7 lt @ “T” on RT 443
11.0 lt on RT 303
11.9 lt on Pinacle
or ALTERNATE #2
14.4 Caution Down Hill
14.5 rt on RT 311
Caution Long Down Hill
with hair pin turn at end
16.3 lt on RT 157
19.5 rt into Parking Lot

Alternate #1
Rt Old Stage Rd

Alternate #2
12.0 rt on Wolf Hill
br Stay on Wolf Hill
lt @ “T” on RT 85
lt on RT 157 (toward Thacher Park
(re-join Route)
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